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The analysis of epidemic diseases based on the Susceptible Infected Susceptible (SIS) epidemic model and
its extensions have received wide application over the years. However, recent investigations indicated a threestep transmission phase that is unique for Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) only. This paper examined the existing
SIS based epidemic models and its extensions to establish the need for an improved model pertinent for EVD
problems. Subsequently, an EVD Susceptible Infected Removed (SIR) based epidemic model was proposed
and found relevant for the analysis of EVD problems based on the three-step transmission phases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid transmission of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) once outbreak occurs has become one of the greatest challenges mankind
faced since inception of the world. According to Lahm et al.1 and
Walsh et al.2 Ebola outbreaks and transmission among humans
was associated with direct exposure to fruit bats and mortality
among other wild animals, which tend to succumb to the infection. Once there is an outbreak, it can easily be transmitted from
person to person. Afterward, humans need to implement some
control measures to avoid or mitigate further transmission and
possible eradication of the disease. Several researchers have proposed epidemic models to explain the transmission dynamics of
the disease.
Primarily, the SIR model was proposed by Kermack and
Mckendrick in the 1932 according to the work of Bashar et al.3
The model used the Susceptible (S), the Infected (I), and the
Removed/Recovered (R) classes to analyse the transmission pattern of EVD. Later it was modified to SIRS to allow recovered
class members to re-join the susceptible class as they free of
infection.4 5
Subsequently, in the effort to incorporate the concept of the
latent or exposed phase of the EVD to the SIR model, the
SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, and Removed) model
evolved.6 7 The SEIS model followed, to allow the recovered individuals return to the susceptible class again.8–12 Other
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branches were developed, namely: the SEIDb DI R13 (Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Dead Buried, Dead Infected, Removed),
and the SEIHFR14 15 (Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Hospitalized, Funeral, Removed). However, the EVD transmission has
the stage at which the infected individual is likely infected but
not fully infectious.
This paper proposed an EVD SIR based epidemic model
(known as the three-step transmission model) to accommodate
the likely and confirmed infected phases of EVD transmission.
It covered the overview of SIR epidemic model and its applications, including the available extensions. It also showcased the
applicability of the proposed model to EVD problem.

2. OVERVIEW OF SIR EPIDEMIC MODEL
Applied mathematical models are used for analyzing epidemic
diseases such as Ebola, Malaria, Human Immunodeficiency
Virus/Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS),
Smallpox, Cholera, Measles, Chicken pox, tuberculosis. The
analysis was based on the deterministic or compartmental
approach, especially when large populations are involved.16–20
Persons in the population are allocated to smaller groups or compartments that are not the same in deterministic model, each signifying epidemic definite phase. Letters like M, S, E, I, and R
are applied frequently to signify stages that are not the same.
The model is expressed as differential equations due to change
rates in different classes, thus it is formulated mathematically
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as derivatives. Nevertheless, developing models like these, it is
expected that the size of the population in a compartment is able
to be differentiated as regards to time and that the outbreak procedure is deterministic.21 Furthermore, the alterations in population
of a compartment can be computed by means of simply the history used in building the model.22 Kermack and McKendrick theory was the basis of SIR models in 1927, 1932 and 1933 which
as a result of their influential significance to the area of theoretical epidemiology, these articles were published yet again in the
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology in 1991.23 Also, Bashar et al.3
stated that the most extensively used Ebola epidemic model is the
SIR (Susceptible, Infected, Removed/Recovered) model which
was presented in 1932 by Kermack and Mckendrick. The SIR
model can be explained as follows: S (Susceptible) meaning persons that are not infected with the virus from interaction through
an infected person; I (Infected) meaning persons that have the
disease and can infect people that are in susceptible state; and
R (Removed/Recovered) meaning those who recuperate or die
from the illness. Moreover, virtually all existing literature on
Ebola outbreak forecast were centred on the amendment of the
rudimentary SIR model, while some still maintained the basic
SIR model.
Kermack and McKendrick23 showed that, for a fixed population, N = St + It + Rt,
dR
= I
dt

(1)

The several assumptions and details of the derivation of Eq. (1)
could be seen in Refs. [22, 24–26].
But, Ross et al.27 opined that when there is an entrance of fresh
susceptible persons into the population, the births and deaths situations need be added in the SIR model. Hence,
dR
= I − R
dt
28

(2)
8

Furthermore, Zhou and Hernandez-Suarez saw the need to
accommodate the individuals that became susceptible once they
have recovered, that is individuals recovered with no immunity to
the disease. Thus, the SIR model was reintroduced as SIS (Susceptible Infected Susceptible) model. The differential equation
became:
SI
dI
=
− I − I
(3)
dt
N
2.1. Extensions of SIR Model
2.1.1. The SIRS Model
The SIRS model was an extension of the SIR model to allow
recovered class members to rejoin the susceptible class as they
are free from infection.29 Thus;
dR
= I − R − fR
dt

(4)

2.1.2. The SEIS Model
The SEIS model gives attention to exposed or latent epoch of the
illness, resulting to an extra compartment, Et.8 An infection
persists in this model, therefore persons that have recuperated,
relapse and become susceptible, returning to the St compartment. The model was described by the differential equation;
dI
= E −  + I
dT
9108

(5)

2.1.3. The SEIR Model
The SIR model presented earlier explained simply those illnesses
that enable a person to pass on a disease to remaining persons at
their infection instantly. Latent or exposed phase is depicted by
numerous illnesses, for the period of which the person was said
to be infected but not infective.6 26 30–33 In the SEIR model, the
population N  which is the host is fragmented into four compartments: susceptible, exposed, infectious, and recovered, with
the numbers of persons in a compartment, or their compactness
represented by St, Et, It, Rt, that is N = St + Et +
It + Rt. The solution gave;
dR
= I − R
dT

(6)

2.1.4. The MSIR Model
Numerous illnesses exist that a person is born by the mother
with an inactive immunity.34 An extra compartment Mt, was
inserted that resulted to the differential equations, is shown mathematically as;
dM
= B − M − M
dT
dR
= I − R
dT

(7)
(8)

2.1.5. The MSEIR Model
For example an illness, with the agent of inactive immunity, and
exposed period, the MSEIR model,26 34 is:
dM
= B − M − M
dT
dI
= E −  + I
dT
dR
= I − R
dT

(9)
(10)
(11)

Subsequently, the MSEIRS model, which is like the MSEIR was
proposed. In the MSEIRS model, R class immunity would be
transient; as a result the persons would recover their susceptibility
once the transient immunity is over.26

3. DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL FOR ALL
THE TRANSMISSION PHASES OF EBOLA
The EVD transmission phase has the stage at which the infected
individual is likely infected but not fully infectious. This stage
has not been covered in the available SIR model, and its extensions. Hence, this paper proposed an extension of SIR epidemic
model that covers all EVD transmission phases. The proposed
model will be suitable in combating the EVD outbreak.
The proposed model was formulated based on the assumption
that in EVD, the duration from disclosure of the virus and growth
of symptoms (incubation period) is from 2 and 21 days35 36 and
generally between 4 and 10 days.37 Though, current deductions
based on mathematical models forecast that about 5% of incidences can take more than 21 days to manifest.38 Again, recovery
can start as from 7 and 14 days after first symptoms.39 Death, if it
happens, ensues usually 6 to 16 days from initial symptoms and
is frequently owing to low blood pressure from loss of fluid.40
Inferring from the above information about the stages of
EVD transmission, it is pertinent to assume that everyone
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within the disease outbreak region are likely to be infected
which is the susceptible stage. Then individual that had contact with the infected individual will enter exposed state from
0 to 2 days 0 ≤ x ≤ 2. Then, from the exposed state the
infected person will enter likely infected state from 2 to 10 days
2 ≤ x ≤ 10. At the likely infected state, the infected person will transmit the disease but not yet at the fully confirmed
state. Finally, from likely infected state to confirmed state is
from 10 to 21 days 10 ≤ x ≤ 21 followed by the death or
recovery state. The proposed model is SEIL IC DR (Susceptible,
Exposed, Likely Infected, Confirmed Infected, Dead, Removed).
The quasi-stationary distribution could be used to establish the
SEIL IC DR model.
3.1. The SIS and SEIS Based Quasi-Stationary
Distribution
SIS model, according to Hernandez-Suarez et al.8 for fixed
k infective individuals, interactions between infectious and susceptible persons that will result in an infection of the susceptible
follows a Poisson process with parameter kN − k/N .
The SIS transition probabilities is given as
Pj k t t +  = P It +  = k  It = j 
Pk k+1 t t +  =

j k ∈ 

kN − k/N + o 

Pk k−1 t t +  =  k + o 
o  is a function such that lim →0 o / = 0.
The Quasi-Stationary Distributions (QSD), which are
ing distributions conditioning on the process that are not
absorbing state was utilised to analyse the SIS model.8
assumed that:
Q = q1  q2      qN 

t→

= lim

t→

pj t
1 − p0 t

(13)
(14)

1

qj ∼

j=1

m


0

pj

for m = 1 2     N

(16)
(17)

QSD approximation of the susceptible persons was derived for
the approximation to the QSD of the number of infectious in SIS
model. Distribution of the QSD of the number of susceptible,
established was approximated with a Poisson random variable
once N is enormous and  is constant. That is, for  > 1 which
is the epidemiological applicable incident, once N →  yields
pk =

N / e
k!



k = 0 1 2 3   

Pk m k+1 m t t +  =

mN − k − m/N + o 

(19)

(22)

Pk m m+1 b t t +  = 1 k + o 

(23)

Pk m k m−1 t t +  = 2 m + o 

(24)

but the probability of other events are assumed to happen at 0 .
For, the QSD of the total number of infected in the SEIS
model, assume that the random variable I T t = Et + It represents the total number of infected persons at time t. Similarly,
explaining
PjT k tt +  = lim P I T t +  = k  I T t = jjk ∈ 
t→

(18)

(21)

where Et and It are random variables that represent the number of exposed and infected persons at time t correspondingly.
Evidently, k m, i j  ∈  (state space) which result in the
following prompt change in probabilities:

(15)

j=1

k −N /

= P Et +  = k It +  = m  Et = i It = j

limitin an
They

They argued that when  > 1, Q is a distribution of conditional
endemic state. Furthermore, lack of uncomplicated expression to
calculate Q warranted researchers to propose the approximation
method of estimating Q.41–46 Nevertheless, from Eqs. (16) and
1
(17), Hernandez-Suarez et al.8 assumed qj as the approximation
0
to qj once one lastingly infected person is used and qj for the
approximation model in reflecting state. Hernandez-Suarez et al.8
and; Kryscio and Lefevre41 indicated that for SIS model, when
 > 1 and N → 
m


Pi j k m t t + 

(12)

represents the QSD of the SIS outbreaks, thus
qj = lim P It = j  It > 0

The approximation to QSD of SIS models of the number of
susceptible for non-exponential period of the disease state for
utilization of queueing tenet with state dependent arrival rate
becomes
N / E S k
pk =
(20)
k!eN / E S −1 
The SEIS model, an extension of SIS model reflected additional epidemiological states. Here, an infectious person experiences exposed state before being fit as infective. Hence, persons
who happen to be infected are not capable to spread the illness
for duration of time. Meanwhile, infected persons in the exposed
state cannot spread the illness or obtain additional infection; they
take no part in the spread of the outbreak nevertheless serve as
shields or reservoirs of infection.
The QSD for SEIS models are arrangements in twodimensional; m n , where k = m + n represents the limiting ratio
of time, were m exposed, n infected persons and k infective
individuals. The quasi-stationary distribution (QSD) of the SEIS
model is defined as:

(25)

Then PkT represent the kth element of this method of the QuasiStationary Distribution. Immediate transition probabilities once
t →  is obtained before derivation of the approximation to
Quasi-Stationary Distribution, and since j in this model takes k,
k − 1, k + 1. As time evolves, the state changes; alterations to
nearby states happen, up and down, that is from state k either to
k + 1 or to k − 1.
By renewal theory, in line with8 47 as t →  and selecting infected persons at random: let X1  X2     be a series of
nonnegative, not dependent and identically distributed random
variable, the renewal process N t t ≥ 0 which is a counting
process is defined as
N t = maxn  Sn ≤ t with

n


Xj = Sn

j=1

Let

E Xj = 

Using the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN):
Sn
→  as n → 
n
9109
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Hence, Sn →  as n → . Thus, Sn ≤ t for at most a finite
number of values of n, and thus N t needs to be finite. Although
N t <  for every t, it is correct that, with probability 1,
N  = lim N t = 
t→

Therefore, once there are two permanently infected persons;
2
2
2
let Q = q1  q2      qN  be the stationary distribution of the
approximation to the QSD. At this juncture, j = j − 2 and
j = j N − j/N  j = 1 2     N . However, from the work of
2
Nasell,43 it can be deduced that qn follow the relationship:

With probability 1,
N t
1
→
t


as t → 

Also, mt/t → 1/ as t →  where mt is recognized as the
mean-value or the renewal function.
The specific person probability is in infectious state given that
he/she is Infected (Exposed or Likely Infected) is
−1
−1 −1
 = −1
2 1 + 2 

lim P I T t +  = k + 1  I T t = k

t→

= k − j It = jP Et = k − j It = j

 

k

k j
N −k
k−j
=
1
−

+
o


j
N
j
j=0


N −k
=
k
+ o 
(28)
N


Also,
lim P I T t +  = k − 1  I T t = k

t→

t→

=

k

j=0

k


P recovery int t +   Et

j=0

2

= k − j It = jP Et = k − j It = j
 
k j
 1 − k−j + o 
j
j

= 2 k + o 

(29)

Equations (27) and (29) are similar to the one given in (14) with
 and 2  replacing and  respectively.
A new result will be established by deriving an approximation
for the QSD of the susceptible persons. Once N is large and
 is constant, the number of susceptible of the distribution of the
QSD may be approximated with a Poisson random variable.
9110

N −k−1
2 N2 

pk = q2

 −1
pk = 1
Meanwhile, Nk=0
Computing for q10 gives
2

q2 =

k!

N − 1!

N2 N e−N2
N!

(31)

(32)

Thus, an approximation to the QSD of the total number of
susceptible persons in an SEIS model for a general distribution of
the duration of the infective state can be achieved straight from
that of SIS model which follows a Poisson approximation whose
parameter is, N2 / . The epidemiological relevant case which is
when  > 1 and N →  gives
pk =

P infection int t +   Et

j=0

= lim

(30)

/N = N2

The immediate transition probabilities are as follows, by applying
the results above

t→

N − 1!

where  = /, but from Eq. (29)  will be represented as 2
since it involves two permanently infected persons.


Kryscio and Lefevre41 showed that nj=1 qj ∼ nj=1 pj for n =
1     N . At present, pk = qN0 −k is defined as the approximation
of the QSD to the number of susceptible.

Hence,

k


N − k!

(26)

It is worthy to note that at certain fixed time t two persons are
not in Susceptible state S, the probability that one of them is
either in state E or I does not depend on the other being in state
E or I. At this juncture, k infected precisely conditioning, made
the number of infectious persons ensues a binomial distribution
with parameters k and ,
 
k j
 1 − k−j
(27)
lim P It = j  I T t = k =
t→
j

= lim

k−1
2 /N 

2

qk = q2

N2 / k
k!eN2 / − 1

(33)

Therefore, the model developed in this paper is based on the
QSD. Nevertheless, it is extended to three dimensions.
3.2. Quasi-Stationary Distribution of the Proposed
SEIL IC DR Model
The EVD transmission phase has the stage at which the infected
individual is likely infected but not fully infectious. This stage
has not been covered in the available SIR model, and its extensions. Hence, this paper proposed an extension of SIR epidemic
model that covers all EVD transmission phases. The proposed
model will be suitable in combating the EVD outbreak.
The likelihood that an infectious person goes through an
exposed state before becoming infectious (likely infected, prior to
confirmed infected) will be considered. Therefore, for a period of
time, infected persons are not capable of transmitting the disease.
Subsequently, infected persons in exposed state are not capable of
transmitting the disease or procure further infection. The infected
persons in exposed state are not involved in the transmission of
Ebola Virus Disease (EVD), however, they aid as shield or host of
infection. The model discussed above is SEIL IC DR (Susceptible,
Exposed, Likely Infected, Confirmed Infected), which involves
the transmission phases associated with EVD.
Quasi-Stationary Distributions for SEIL IC DR are threedimensional arrangement, m nL nC , where m nL nC represents the
limiting ratio of time in which there were m exposed, nL likely
infected and nC confirmed infected persons not being in the
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absorbing state but conditioning in the process. The transmission
phases of EVD are as follows: susceptible → exposed → likely
infected → confirmed infected → death/removed. Nasell48 studied the joint Quasi-Stationary Distribution with a stochastic form
of the classical Ross model and also was applied in HernandezSuarez et al.8
Total number of infectious persons for Quasi-Stationary Distribution (QSD) is defined as k , where k = m + nL + nC . The
state space of the process can be stated in terms of the number of Exposed, Likely Infected and Confirmed Infected persons,
E IL  IC  as:
 = e iL  iC  e + iL + iC ≤ N  e iL  iC ∈ Z + 
The transitions between the transmission phases of Ebola Virus
Disease (EVD) is explained in the diagram below.
SI /N

1 E

2 IL

3 IC

S −→ E −→ IL −→ IC −→ D/R

Pa i j k m b tt +  = P Et +  = kIL t +  = mIC t + 
= b  Et = aIL t = iIC = j

(34)

where Et, IL t, and IC t are random variables that represent
the number of Exposed, Likely Infected and Confirmed Infected
persons at time t correspondingly. Evidently, m b, j k, and
a i ∈  (state space) which result in the following prompt
change in probabilities of transition:
mN − k − m − b/N + o  (35)

Pk m b k−1 m+1 b t t +  = 1 k + o 
Pk m b k m−1 b t t +  = 2 m + o 

N t = maxn  Sn ≤ t with

n


Xj = Sn

j=1

Let
E Xj = 
Applying SLLN:
Sn
→ 
n

as n → 

Hence, Sn →  as n → . Thus, Sn ≤ t for at most a finite
number of values of n, and therefore by definition N t must
be finite. Although N t < , for each t it is correct that, with
probability 1,
N  = lim N t = 
t→

where 1 =rate of removal in exposed state, 2 = rate of removal
in likely infected state, 3 = rate of removal in confirmed
infected state.
The quasi-stationary distribution (QSD) of the SEIL IC DR
model is defined as

Pk m b k+1 m b t t +  =

be a sequence of nonnegative, Independent and Identically Distributed (I.I.D) Random Variable (R.V), the renewal process
N t t ≥ 0 which is a counting process is defined as

and

Pk m b k m b−1 t t +  = 3 b + o 

(36)
(37)
(38)

but probability of other events are assumed to occur at 0 .

With probability 1,
1
N t
→
t


as t → 

Also, mt/t → 1/ as t →  where mt is recognized as the
mean-value or the renewal function.
The specific person probability is in infectious state given
that he/she is infected (exposed, likely infected or confirmed
infected) is
−1
−1
−1 −1
(40)
 = −1
3 1 + 2 + 3 
It is worthy to note that at certain fixed time t three persons
are not in susceptible state S, the probability that any of them
is either in state E or IL or IC is not dependent on the other
being in state E or IL or IC . At this juncture, k infected precisely conditioning, made the number of infectious persons to
ensues a Multinomial distribution (Trinomial distribution) with
parameters k and ,
lim P It = j  I T t = k =

t→

n!
n n
n
 i j k
ni !nj !nk ! i j k

(41)

By applying the results above, the immediate transition probabilities are as follows,
lim P I T t +  = k+1  I T t = k

t→

3.3. QSD of the Total Number of Infected in the
SEIL IC DR Model
For the QSD of the total number of infected in the SEIL IC DR
model, let the random variable I T t = Et + IL t + IC t represents the total number of infected persons at time t. Similarly,
explaining

= lim

t→

=

t→

(39)

Then PkT represent the kth element of this method of the QSD.
Immediate transition probabilities once t →  is gotten before
derivation of the approximation to Quasi-Stationary Distribution,
and since j in this arrangement are k, k − 1, k + 1, that is as
time evolves the state changes and changes to neighboring states
occur, up and down, that is from state k each to k + 1 or to
k − 1, then applying renewal theory according to HernandezSuarez et al.8 and Ross47 as t →  and selecting an infected persons at random. However, from renewal theory, let X1  X2    

P infection intt +   Et

j=0

k 

j=0

T
tt +  = lim P I T t +  = k  I T t = jjk ∈ 
Pjk

k


= k−jIt = j P Et = k−jIt = j 


N −k−m
j
N



n!
n n
n
×
i i j j kk +o 
ni !nj !nk !


N −k−m
+o 
= k
N

(42)

Also,
lim P I T t +  = k−1  I T t = k

t→

= lim

t→

k


P recovery intt +   Et

j=0
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k

j=0


3

j
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= k−jIt = j P Et = k−jIt = j 

n!
n n
n
i i j j kk +o 
ni !nj !nk !

= 3 k+o 

(43)

Equations (42) and (43) are similar to those given in (12), (14),
and (27), (29) which are works of Nasell48 and Hernandez-Suarez
et al.8 with  and 3  replacing and ; also  and 2 .
A new result will be established by deriving an approximation
for the QSD of the susceptible persons. As N is large and  is
constant the distribution of the QSD of the number of susceptible
can be approximated with a Poisson random variable.
Therefore, as there are three permanently infected persons,
3
3
3
let Q = q1  q2      qN  be the stationary distribution of the
approximation to the QSD. At this juncture, j = j − 3 and
j = j N − j/N  j = 1 2     N . However, from the work of
3
Nasell43 it can be deduced that qn follow the relationship:
k−1
3 /N 

3

qk = q3

N − k!

N − 1!

(44)

where  = /, but from Eq. (43)  will be represented as 3
since it involves three dimension.

m 0
1
for
Kryscio and Lefevre41 showed that m
j=1 qj ∼
j=1 pj
m = 1 2     N . At present, pk = qN0 −k is defined as the approximation of the QSD to the number of susceptible.
/N = N3
Hence,

N −k−1
N − 1!
k!

3 N3 /

pk = q3

 −1
pk = 1
Meanwhile, Nk=0
Computing for q10 gives
3

q3 =

N3 / N e−N3
N!

(45)

(46)

Thus, an approximation to the Quasi-Stationary Distribution of
the total number of susceptible persons in an SEIL IC DR model
for a general distribution of the duration of the infective state
can be achieved straight from that of SIS and SEIS model.
SEIL IC DR model follows a Poisson approximation whose parameter is, N3 / . The epidemiological relevant case which is when
 > 1 and N →  gives
pk =

N3 / k
k!eN3 / − 1

Fig. 1. Guinea simulation of a stochastic SEIL IC DR epidemic model
(histogram).

confirm infected Var3 = 5751, correlation coefficient between
likely infected and confirm infected rho = 02 and N = 1867,
permitting for one lastingly infected person.
An exponential distribution for the period of the exposed and
likely infected states; also likely infected and confirmed infected
states were applied. The observed and theoretical distributions
are plotted in Figure 1—the number of susceptible, which was
converted to standard normal distribution and Figure 2—the joint
number of likely infected and exposed; also Figure 3—the joint
number of confirmed infected and exposed. However, to compare the theoretical and observed joint distributions contour diagram proves to be very useful. A simulation of SEIL IC DR was
run for 5000 units. The approximation to Quasi Stationary Distribution for the total number of susceptible is presented in a
histogram with its Poisson approximation. Therefore, from the
work of Hernandez-Suarez et al.8 and; Darroch and Seneta,50

(47)

4. SIMULATIONS
Severally, SEIL IC DR epidemic models was simulated for Guinea
2014 EVD, with different values using MATLAB:
Exposed: mean for exposed 1 = 30, standard deviation for
exposed Std1 = 20, variance for exposed Var1 = 416
Likely infected: mean for likely infected 2 = 46, standard deviation for likely infected Std2 = 41, variance for likely
infected Var2 = 1682, correlation coefficient between exposed
and likely infected rho = −03
Confirmed infected: mean of confirmed infected 3 = 132,
standard deviation for confirm infected Std3 = 76, variance of
9112

Fig. 2. Guinea contour diagram of exposed and likely infected persons.
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and Britton and Hernandez-Suarez et al.8 for the number of persons in the exposed and likely infected state; also likely infected
and confirm infected state respectively. Darroch and Seneta;50
and Hernandez-Suarez et al.8 support the joint distribution.
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